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No.UH/Acad/EE/2017/95 (WL)

NOTIFICATION
Sub: Admissions 2017-2018- Waiting-List of Candidates for admission to
Ph.D. Earth and Space Science.
.......................................

The following is the Waiting List of candidates, in order of merit, based on their performance in
the entrance examination and interview for admission to Ph.D. Earth and Space Science
during the Academic Year 2017-2018 subject to the availability of seats and their fulfilling the
minimum qualifications for admission and other conditions given in the Prospectus for
2017-2018.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------SNo
HT.No.
Name of the Candidate
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

General Category
1
2

24609018 SWETA MOHANTY
11609013 DANIEL SIMON

Reserved Categories
27609006 PUSHKALA K D
1*
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

* = SC
The above wait-listed candidates who desire to be considered for admission against the vacant
seats, if any, should report in person at 2.00 p.m. sharp on 07.08.2017 to the Deputy Registrar
(Acad & Exams) at the Admission Counseling Hall, College for Integrated Studies,
South-End Campus, University of Hyderabad Campus, Gachi Bowli, Hyderabad - 500 046.
It is essential that the candidate should report in person and sign the attendance. The candidate
who report in person and sign attendance only will be considered for vacancies available on the
day of Waiting List to be operated and any further vacancies arising before the closure of the
admissions, ie.10-08-2017.
NO PROXY WILL BE ALLOWED
The exact vacant seats, category wise to be filled will be displayed at the Venue on the date and
time of reporting of the Candidates. In case the admission is offered, the candidates will be
required to complete the admission formalities on the same day. However, the University
reserves the right to grant extra time to complete the admission formalities to the candidate due
to administrative/technical reasons. At the time of admission, the candidates are required to
produce all their original certificates and T.C. together with attested copies of the same and pay
an amount of Rs. 7210/- (including Rs. 2640/- refundable deposit ) for the first semester.
The candidates under reserved category, i.e. SC, ST, PH and Wards of Defence
Personnel should produce the certificate in the prescribed format issued by a competent
authority in support of their claim without which their claim will not be considered. OBC
candidates are required to submit the latest OBC certificate (obtained on or after
1.4.2014) in the format prescribed by the Govt. of India. BC certificates issued by the
State Governments will not be considered.

As notified in the prospectus, the University cannot guarantee to provide hostel accommodation
to all the students admitted to various courses. If hostel is allotted, the student has to pay the
mess deposit and other charges of the hostel separately in addition to the tuition fee etc. as
stated above. The details on the mess deposit and other charges are available on the
University's website.
All Shortlisted candidates are required to download the Instructions from the University
Website <http://acad.uohyd.ac.in/downloads/AdmnInst2017.PDF>. It may be noted that as was
notified in the admission announcement, no individual communications will be sent to the
candidates.
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